ABSTRACT: GEM*, a force field that combines Coulomb and Exchange terms calculated with Hermite Gaussians with the polarization, bonded, and modified van der Waals terms from AMOEBA is presented. GEM* is tested on an initial water model fitted at the same level as AMOEBA. The integrals required for the evaluation of the intermolecular Coulomb interactions are efficiently evaluated by means of reciprocal space methods. The GEM* water model is tested by comparing energies and forces for a series of water oligomers and MD simulations. Timings for GEM* compared to AMOEBA are presented and discussed.
T he development of force fields to simulate chemical and biochemical systems by classical molecular dynamics simulations is a field of intense research. 1−6 Most of these force fields calculate the properties of the systems by separating the energy (and forces) into bonded and nonbonded contributions. The intermolecular interactions are calculated by means of an explicit Coulomb term and a function (e.g., Lennard−Jones, Buckingham, or buffered Halgren) that evaluates the van der Waals interactions. In general, the Coulomb term is computed by atom centered point charges. One problem with this approximation is the result of a loss in accuracy because of the loss of charge density anisotropy and the failure to account for penetration effects. 7 Several force fields, such as AMOEBA, SIBFA, EFP, X-Pol, NEMO, etc. that employ distributed multipoles and use explicit polarization, have been proposed. 8−14 The use of distributed multipoles provides a better description of the charge density anisotropy and results in an improved treatment of electrostatics. 7,15−19 However, multipoles still suffer from charge penetration errors at close range. 7, 20 This issue may be ameliorated by the use of damping functions to correct the electrostatic interactions at close distances. 20−25 Another possibility to avoid the charge penetration and anisotropy shortcomings is to employ a continuous description of the molecular charge density. Several methods that describe the electronic distribution explicitly have been proposed. 26−33 Some of us have previously introduced the Gaussian Electrostatic Model (GEM). 34−36 GEM uses the density fitting (DF) formalism 37−39 to expand the molecular density using Hermite Gaussian auxiliary basis sets (ABSs).
Molecules in the GEM formalism are fitted to reproduce gas phase ab initio QM intermolecular interaction results from energy decomposition analysis (EDA). 40−49 The fitted densities are used to calculate each of the components of the QM intermolecular interaction (Coulomb, exchange−repulsion, polarization, charge−transfer, and dispersion). The use of continuous functions provides a more accurate description of molecular properties compared to conventional point charges. 36 We have also shown that GEM results in very accurate energies and forces for a range of systems including homodimers, heterodimers, and molecular clusters, and it can be used in multiscale implementations. 35, 36, 50, 51 However, molecular dynamics simulations using GEM had been impractical due to the lack of an analytic form for the gradient of the charge−transfer term.
The use of Hermite Gaussians results in the need to evaluate a large number of Coulomb and overlap integrals. In order to efficiently evaluate these integrals, we have extended the smooth particle mesh Ewald (PME) 52 and fast Fourier Poisson (FFP) 53 methods to allow the evaluation of continuous Gaussian functions under periodic boundary conditions. 36, 54 In this contribution, we present an intermediate step to enable the use of GEM for MD calculations. To this end, we have developed a force field that we call GEM*, which combines the Coulomb and exchange−repulsion terms from GEM with the polarization, (modified/reparametrized) van der Waals and bonded terms from AMOEBA. This new force field has been implemented in a modified version of pmemd in the AMBER suite of programs. As a test case, we present the parametrization of GEM* for a model of water based on the original AMOEBA model. 10,55−57 For our initial water model, the total intermolecular energies were parametrized to reproduce QM reference data only. Briefly (see Supporting Information for detailed descriptions), the Coulomb interaction is calculated by using the frozen fitted GEM* densities to calculate electron−electron and electron− nuclear Coulomb interactions and added to the nuclear− nuclear interactions. 36 The exchange component is determined by the Wheatley−Price overlap model 58, 59 by calculating the charge density overlap with the GEM* densities.
35, 36 The polarization is calculated by the AMOEBA model using inducible point dipoles damped at short-range using a Tholef unction. 55, 60 The last nonbonded term is a modified buffered Halgren function that only represents the dispersion component (see Supporting Information). Finally, the bonded terms are the same as in the original AMOEBA model.
The fitting procedure is carried out in several stages by using energy decomposition analysis (EDA) data and total intermolecular energies corrected for basis set superposition error (BSSE; see Supporting Information). The Coulomb intermolecular interactions were calculated at the MP2/aug-ccpVTZ level by using frozen QM densities with an in-house FORTRAN90 program. The exchange−repulsion and polarization terms were obtained using the restricted variational space (RVS) 42 method as implemented in GAMESS at the HF/ aug-cc-pVTZ level. In the first step, the GEM* coefficients for the density were obtained by minimizing the error of the Coulomb interaction with respect to the Coulomb EDA reference. Subsequently, the exchange factor was obtained by a linear regression to RVS dimer data over the range of 1.7−3 Å. This was followed by the polarization, which was also matched to its RVS counterpart. In this case, the multipoles employed to calculate the permanent electric fields were obtained from the GEM* fitted densities as previously described. 61 The Tholep arameter for the damping of the induced damping was reduced to 0.35 to better reproduce the polarization interaction. Finally, the modified Halgren term was fitted to reproduce the difference of the BSSE corrected total intermolecular interaction and each of these terms. That is,
To show the ability of GEM* to reproduce intermolecular interactions for water, we compared total energies calculated with GEM* to QM reference values corrected for basis set superposition error via the counterpoise method for a series of water dimers and clusters up to hexamer. The reference data were calculated at the MP2(full)/aug-cc-pVTZ level to match the original AMOEBA parametrization. 10 ,55−57 The molecular electronic density used to obtain the fitting coefficients for GEM* was calculated at the same level of theory as above for a water molecule at the AMOEBA equilibrium geometry.
Two ABSs were tested, A1 and A2, 62, 63 that comprise 42 and 70 basis functions per water monomer, respectively. For consistency, the corresponding distributed multipoles for each ABS were matched to the Hermite Gaussians for the calculation of the electric fields required for the polarization. The multipoles for the A1 ABS have been previously reported in ref 61 , the multipoles for the A2 ABS are given in the Supporting Information. As noted previously in ref 61 , the A1 ABS only involves s-type functions on hydrogen atoms, which results in only point charges. The slightly bigger A2 ABS includes one spd-type shell on hydrogens, which gives rise to distributed dipoles and quadrupoles on these atoms. This results in different magnitudes for the charges. The original multipoles obtained with the A1 ABS result in monopoles of −0.93 on O and +0.465 on each H. 61 Conversely, the A2 derived monopoles correspond to −0.414 and +0.207 on O and H, respectively. The monopoles obtained from the A2 ABS are closer to the values obtained with GDMA for the original AMOEBA model. 64, 55 Three different parametrizations have been explored, which we term models 1−3 in the discussion below (see Supporting Information for details). Briefly, model 1 uses the A2 ABS and was fitted to reproduce intermolecular interaction energies for the canonical water dimer (see Figure 1) , several random dimers, and selected water clusters from ref 65 . Models 2 and 3 were parametrized to reproduce intermolecular energies for the canonical water dimer only using the A2 (model 2) and A1 (model 3) ABSs. All calculations for GEM* for intermolecular interactions and MD were performed with a modified pmemd version in the AMOEBA suite of programs. 1 Models 2 and 3 were observed to reproduce the total intermolecular interaction (as well as the separate components) with respect to the corresponding QM reference energies for the canonical water dimer very well. However, the atomic forces with model 3 show deviations in some cases such as the force in the X direction for one of the O atoms (see Supporting Information). This is due to the small size of the A1 ABS, which is not able to reproduce the atomic forces. In the case of the A2 ABS, the calculated atomic forces are in good agreement with the QM reference.
Significant deviations were observed when the GEM* model 2 and model 3 parameters were employed to calculate the intermolecular energy of the random dimers or the binding energy for the clusters (see Supporting Information). For example, in the case of the energies for the random dimers calculated with both of these models, the mean unsigned errors (maximum absolute error) are 0.20 (1.36) and 0.25 (1.41) kcal/mol for model 2 and model 3, respectively. It was also observed that the many-body effects were not captured by these parametrizations since the binding energy errors for the water hexamers were 2−3 kcal/mol for model 2 in most cases (see Supporting Information).
The reason for these large differences is due to the poor description of the H−H interactions. Indeed, for most random dimers where only heteroatoms interact directly (O−H, e.g., hydrogen bonds) the errors were well below 0.1 kcal/mol. However, for four dimers where the monomers are oriented such that the H atoms interact directly, the errors are significant. This problem is also the reason why model 2 gives large deviations in the binding energy for larger clusters.
In contrast, all results for model 1 showed good agreement with the QM references for dimers as well as larger clusters. In the case of the random dimers, the mean unsigned error and maximum absolute error for the A2 model are 0.04 and 0.34 kcal/mol, respectively, compared to 0.02 and 0.57 kcal/mol for AMOEBA. In the case of the binding energy for the water clusters, the mean absolute error for GEM* model 1 is 1.43 kcal/mol compared to 1.60 kcal/mol with AMOEBA. Interestingly, the maximum absolute error for GEM* model 1 is larger at 3.19 kcal/mol than the AMOEBA maximum absolute error of 2.67 kcal/mol. This large error corresponds to the water hexamer in the prism configuration. However, with that exception, all other pentamers and hexamers tested showed smaller errors in binding energy with GEM* model 1 (see Supporting Information).
These results show that a relatively better parametrization was obtained once a slightly larger data set that included different dimer orientations was considered. Recently, Babin et al. have developed a novel water model parametrized only from QM data 66, 67 using results from 40 000 dimers calculated at the CCSD/CBS level. In a future contribution, we will present results that employ the data set developed by Babin et al. for our parametrization. For the purposes of determining the feasibility and performance of MD simulations with GEM*, the model 1 parameters were deemed to be sufficiently accurate.
To determine the feasibility and performance of GEM*, we carried out NVE simulations on several water boxes (216, 512, 1024, 2048, and 4096 molecules). The initial GEM* implementation is only serial, and all tests were carried out on a Xeon X5550 (Nehalem) CPU with 12 GB of memory. All MD simulations were carried out at 300 K with an 8 Å cutoff for van der Waals interactions, using the Beeman integrator, a 1 fs time step, and a dipole tolerance for the SCF convergence of 10
. The calculation of the polarization with the induced dipoles was performed using the PME method.
As mentioned above and described in detail in refs 36 and 54, the Coulomb and overlap integrals can be efficiently evaluated using reciprocal space methods. This is achieved by separating the total density of each monomer into compact and diffuse contributions. On the basis of this separation, all compact− compact interactions can be evaluated in direct space and all compact−diffuse and diffuse−diffuse integrals may be determined in reciprocal space. 36, 54 The current GEM* implementation includes PME, FFP, and Ewald 68 for the integral calculations. In practice, the overlap integrals for both A1 and A2 tend to 0 at distances around 6 Å. Therefore, only the Coulomb interactions were calculated using the reciprocal space methods. For the exchange, all integrals were evaluated in direct space exclusively using the same cutoff as for the van der Waals interactions.
To test the performance of this initial code (which has not been optimized or tuned), we carried out 100 MD steps of NVE simulations on the five water boxes. In all cases, the systems were replicated periodically. Timings for all the tested systems are shown in Table 1 . For comparison, we performed the calculations for all cases with the Coulomb integrals evaluated completely in direct space (all Gaussians set as compact) or by placing two Gaussians from the A2 ABS (see Supporting Information) in the diffuse set and using PME or FFP. As discussed previously, the evaluation of the Hermite Gaussians in reciprocal space requires significantly larger grids and b-spline orders (see Table 1 for values). 36, 54 In the case of the three smallest boxes, the calculations are faster when all the integrals are evaluated in direct space. The crossover to a faster calculation with PME happens with the 2048 or 4096 box. This is due to the large overhead for the FFTs due to the fine grids required for accurate evaluation of the energies and forces in reciprocal space.
In the present implementation, the smallest (216) water box takes 100 s for the 100 MD steps compared to 8 s for AMOEBA in the same code-base/CPU. However, note that for this smallest box, each MD step involves the energy/force calculation of all GEM* terms including the evaluation of Coulomb and overlap integrals for 15 120 basis functions. That is, our code is able to evaluate all of these integrals for a single step in 1 s. For the 4096 box, the full system comprises 286 720 basis functions. Moreover, there are still significant time savings that can be obtained by careful tuning of the PME/FFP parameters, optimization of the code, as well as parallelization.
To test the stability of the force field, the 216 water box was subjected to an NVE simulation for over 400 ps. The system was observed to conserve energy over the entire simulation period (see Supporting Information). Radial distribution functions for O−O, O−H, and H−H were calculated from this simulation and compared to those calculated with the original AMOEBA model and experimental curves from neutron scattering data 69 (see Figure 2) . It is observed that the rdf's for O−H and H−H are very similar to the AMOEBA and experimental results. In the case of the O−O rdf, the first and third peaks agree with both experimental results and AMOEBA. However, the second peak is not as pronounced, indicating that the second solvation shell is not as well structured in the current parametrization.
The heat of vaporization can be calculated from the difference in potential energies between the liquid and gas phases. The average potential energy of the gas, 0.9 kcal/mol, is the same as determined previously. 61 The average potential energy is 8.57 (8.91 ) kcal/mol, resulting in a calculated heat of vaporization of 10.07 (10.41) kcal/mol for model 1 (model 2). The calculated heat of vaporization for model 1 has an error of 4.2% compared to the experimental value of 10.51 kcal/mol. This is most likely due to the fact that model 1 has been parametrized using an intermediate level of theory (MP2/augcc-pVTZ), with a very limited number of random oligomers to account for many-body effects and does not explicitly account for charge−transfer effects. Conversely, model 2 gives a better agreement with respect to experimental results, although the many-body effects in this model are poorly described. The implementation of the NPT ensemble as well as a parametrization using the Babin data set and a method to optimize VdW parameters that involves QM and experimental data 70 are currently under investigation. This is expected to result in better agreement with QM and experimental bulk property data.
In summary, we have developed and implemented a new force field, GEM*, involving molecular electronic densities by combining GEM and AMOEBA terms. GEM* was tested by developing three parameter sets for water based on QM data. Tests were performed for a series of water dimers, clusters, and boxes of varying sizes which showed that model 1 gives the best results with respect to QM. GEM* enables the simulation of periodic systems involving Gaussian functions by means of PME and FFP. In addition, for large number of basis functions, it is possible to perform part of the integrals in reciprocal space to reduce computational time. Overall, a considerable speedup of the approach is possible through code optimization for both the density and polarization contributions. 71 Finally, GEM* opens short-term perspectives toward full GEM MD simulations as gradients of the charge transfer contribution have been recently coded (manuscript in preparation).
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